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Attendees
•
•
•
•

DoE and representatives
NGO and implementor representatives
DoE advisors/consultants
Academics/researchers

Purposes
• To familiarize each other with already
ongoing work in:
– Tool development for assessing literacy and
other skills in SA
– Intervention programs in SA
– International research and trends

• To design an early draft of a set of tools for
teachers to monitor learning in accordance
with DoE directives
• To carry out highly preliminary field tests
• To chart way forward

Accomplishments
• All purposes were accomplished
• Tools developed by roleplayers such as JET,
HSRC (approach) were discussed
• International experiences from the USA,
Canada, India, and Peru were related
• Interventions such as National Literacy Strategy,
Molteno, discussed
• Wide body of literature made available on CDROM
• Conclusions of research literature summarized
• But focus this presentation: tool development
and way forward

Tool development -1
• Sense of the group was that the tool(s) :
– Should be applicable a few times per year
– Should be applicable by teachers and focus
on support rather than bureaucratic
accountability and reporting
– Should go with standards (“your child should
be able to read fluently by end of grade 2”) to
facilitate parental interest, knowledge and
community empowerment
– Tools should not take more than a few minutes
per child
– Tools should be based on research literature

Tool development - 2
• Sense of the group was that tool should include:
– Print orientation and concepts
– Letter recognition via random table, timed to 1 minute,
withdrawal if child struggles too much
• In English letter names would be used and specifically
requested
• In African languages simple “say the letter” request
• Code-switching of letter names would be further researched
to establish predictive power

– Word or non-word recognition also timed
– Connected text (paragraph) fluency and
comprehension
– The total inventory should be applicable within 10
minutes by a practiced teacher

Tool development - 3
• Five draft tools were developed for testing in the
visited schools:
–
–
–
–
–
–

English
IsiZulu
Tshivenda
Xitsonga
Sepedi (not tested)
Other languages later

• Mostly original text, not translation (but some
translation, with problems (see below))
• Instruments left with SE Directorate

Preliminary tool testing
• Four schools were visited:
– 2 IsiZulu
– 1 Tshivenda
– 1 Xitsonga

• Each school visited by team of 2-3
• In each school a minimum of 9 children
were tested, sometimes a few more in
English
• Reception was very warm, teachers very
interested in tool

Results of tool testing - 1
• Researchers and officials became familiar
with approach
• Reception at schools positive
• Instruments seem applicable in at most 510 minutes once skills are acquired
• Instruments seem applicable in various
languages but will require considerable
refinement

Results of tool testing - 2
• Most importantly: tools seem quite fit for
purpose
• They can discriminate between children
and between levels of skills development
required
• Differences between fluent and non-fluent
readers are very obvious…
• Listen…

60 words
per minute
5 words per
minute?

(Click on icons to play. Note it might
not play in the full screen display
mode, but only in the “normal” or “edit”
model of PowerPoint. If it asks you to
click, say Yes.

John had a little dog. The little dog was fat. One day John
and the dog went out to play. The little dog got lost. But
after a while the dog came back. John took the dog home.
When they got home John gave the dog a big bone. The
little dog was happy so he slept. John also went to sleep.

As noted, schools were certainly not the
poorest of the poor, though not rich
either…

Results of tool testing - 3
• Though sample was small, it was striking that, even
in reasonably well-off township schools:
– Children in grade 2 have rather low automaticity in
letter recognition, though most were in 3rd year of
their education (had had grade R)
– Automaticy in word recognition was even lower
– Fluency in paragraph reading could not even be
tested in many grade 2 readers, due to low letter
and word recognition
– Enough fluent or semi-fluent readers were
detected by grade 3 to know that the instrument
can detect fluency

Way forward in tool development - 1
• Improve some of the instruments so there is no
translation
• If use words, use common words as short as possible
but respecting the language
• Recall that the 1-minute limit accomplishes many things:
checks automaticity best, is merciful to the child if
automaticity not present, makes the instrument more
efficient
• Recall importance of modular aspect: if child cannot read
letters reasonably fluently do not bother going on to
words and so on
• Recall there are ready-made models if you want them
such as DIBELS

Way forward in tool development - 2
• If use non-words, use only very simple, predictable CVC
or VC structure in English, or VCVC or VCV in more
other languages
• In further piloting and research:
– Ensure even small changes are piloted in at least one school,
before formal pilots
– Consider including this in part of eventual larger-scale normssetting research. If so, then:
• To pilot, use an already-drawn national sample, to be used later in
establishing NORMS (the full distribution of achievement)
• But find a few well-performing but low SES schools to set initial
benchmarks (levels to aspire to) by piloting in these schools: is 40
wpm in 1st grade and 60 in 2nd reasonable in, say, IsiZulu? In
Tshivenda?
• Make sure do another pilot, perhaps from same sample, to pilot to
ensure development of teacher instructions and manuals for using
the tool

Way forward in tool development - 3
• Final results on the tool side will be:
– Tool
– Some benchmarks or standards for levels of
proficiency that are reasonble to promote to teachers
and to parents via the media
– Some training materials on how to use

• Final result is that the “tool” or “instrument” or
“inventory” should be used or pipelined into
national literacy strategy, but also make
available to others

Way forward in tool development - 4
• Later on can make adaptations for learners with
special needs
– For example can use pointing for children with
verbalizing difficulties, in response to auditory input
from teacher
• Benchmark it by testing children with verbal difficulties who
are otherwise known to be good readers, and finding out how
long it takes to point
• There are many other simple adaptations that can be made
• Issue is to test automaticity of print recognition, not accents
or ability to articulate

• OTHER USES: could use for placement in ABET

Way forward in tool use in
interventions and teacher support
• Idea is to “pipeline” the tool into a set of
interventions, to show quick progress
• Early-grade reading is an ideal aspect of
education in which to show fast progress, if
structured interventions are used
• Key intervention will be 14 QIDSUP district
• Must interact with implementers to ensure that
instruments are used to track success of the
interventions
• Intervention will hopefully be unified, very
focused and will emphasise most of “the big five”
as in DDG’s letter to principals; not an “anything
goes” menu of interventions

